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Introduc)on
Background

Turkish

Decomposi)onal theories suggest that morphologically
complex words are stored in terms of their component
morphemes (e.g., Marslen- Wilson & Zhou, 1999; TaC &
Forster, 1975).
At the other end of the spectrum are full-lis)ng
theories, which suggest that morphologically complex
words are stored as unanalyzed wholes in the mental
lexicon (e.g., BuYerworth, 1983; Manelis & Tharp, 1977;
Seidenberg & Gomerman, 2000).
Between these two extremes are dual-route, dualmechanism, or dual representa2on theories.
Under these accounts, a word may be processed using
one or both routes depending on various proper)es such
as whether it is a word or non-word, high or low
frequency, derived or inﬂected, and regular or irregular
(e.g. Baayen, Dijkstra & Schreuder, 1997; Pinker, 1999;
Jackendoﬀ, 2002).
To date, however, the vast majority of the research on
this topic has come from Indo-European languages that
contain rela)vely simple morphological systems.

Turkish is an Altaic language that has an extremely
produc)ve morphological system, realized primarily
through suﬃxa)on. The following complex words taken
from the METU Turkish Corpus (Atalay, Oﬂazer, & Say,
2003) exemplify the morphological system:
(1) Göz–lük –lü
Eye–DER –DER
“The one with the glasses”
(2) Güven–e – m – iyor– du – m
Trust – ABIL–NEG – PROG – PAST – 1stSg.
“I was not able to trust”.

Turkish morphology is highly produc)ve—Hankamer
(1989) es)mates that the average mul)morphemic word
contains 4.8 morphemes and that each verb can have
over 2,000 inﬂec)onal forms. Considering the huge
number of entries and the highly regular nature of
Turkish morphology, it has been claimed that Turkish
speakers must rely on decomposi)on.
Several experimental studies present sugges)ve
evidence for a dual-route architecture (e.g., Gürel, 1999;
Ergin, Jackendoﬀ & Cohen-Goldberg, 2014).

Present Inves)ga)on
Goal: In the present study, we apply a probabilis)c
tradeoﬀ-based model of morphological storage and
computa)on – known as fragment grammars (O’Donnell,
2015)—to make predic)ons about which combina)ons of
Turkish morphemes might be stored and which
computed.
The tradeoﬀ-based approach is designed to dis)nguish
freely combining produc)ve units in a language (e.g.,
words and morphemes) from recurring paYerns which do
not generalize but are rather stored together within larger
structures. It does this by op)mizing a balance between
two compe2ng biases.
The ﬁrst bias favors smaller more compact lexicons with
highly reusable units. The second favors simple
deriva)ons of individual forms, involving fewer lexical
items.
These two biases are opposing–if units are smaller in
general, the lexicon will contain few items, but more units
will be needed to derive individual forms. On the other
hand, if units are larger then forms can be derived using
fewer steps, but the lexicon will have to contain many,
less reusable forms.

Figure 1. Two tree fragments discovered by our model. On the right
hand side is a tree fragment which predicts that the stored
combina9on of morphemes marking the third person possessive
and abla9ve case (“by his/her N”) can freely combine with an
arbitrary root variable of category Noun. On the leA hand side is a
tree fragment which stores all surface morphemes down to leaves
(taraBndan “by”).

By op)mizing this tradeoﬀ on a par)cular input dataset,
the model makes speciﬁc predic)ons about the paYern of
computa)on and reuse in a language. The tradeoﬀ- based
approach has been used successfully in a number of
morphological systems, but has not been applied to a
morphologically rich agglu)na)ve language such as
Turkish.

Methods & Evalua)on
In this study, we train the model on a corpus of
Turkish words. The model predicts speciﬁc stored
fragments of structure (together with their
probabili)es); we discuss these predic)ons.
Corpus construc4on We begin with the METUSabancı Turkish Treebank (Atalay, Oﬂazer, & Say,
2003), a corpus of 173,469 Turkish word types. We
obtain ini)al morphological parses for all words in
the corpus using the TRmorph morphological
analyzer and disambiguator (Çöltekin, 2014). For the
majority of word types in the corpus, this
disambiguator assigns a single best morphological
analysis, which we take as the single analysis for our
corpus. For 33,152 word types, TRmorph cannot
assign a best analysis. For these words, we handconstructed a set of heuris)cs to narrow the list of
possible analyses to only those that were truly
possible in Turkish. 54,624 total analyses for 22,963
word types passed our heuris)c ﬁlters—that is on
average, each of these word types had 2-3 possible
analyses in our corpus. We included all such analyses
in our corpus, distribu)ng token counts obtained
from the METU corpus evenly over word types.
Fragment Grammar analysis We ran the fragment
grammars stochas)c search algorithm through the
corpus for 1000 sweeps. Parameters were set to
Pitman-Yor discount parameter was set to 0, the
Pitman-Yor concentra)on parameter was set to 1,
and all pseudocounts were set to 1 for all outcomes
on all Dirichlet-Mul)nomial distribu)ons (see,
O’Donnell, 2015 for details on the meaning of
parameter values). We performed all following
analyses on the best scoring grammar output by the
model.
To evaluate the Fragment Grammar, we examined
the probable predicted nominal and adjec)val tree
fragments (500 of each) that contained at least two
leaves at the fron)er of the fragment.

Nouns
Of the 500 combina)ons, we
were able to categorize 482 into
one of the paYerns listed in
Table 1.
Ex: N = N + POSS – a nominal root
followed by a possessive maker is
the most common combina?on
and all of the combina?ons having
this paAern involve a speciﬁc root.

(3) Eği)m Bakanlığ – ı
Educa)on Ministry – POSS “
Ministry of Educa)on”
Adjec4ves
406 out of 500 combina)ons
are categorized into paYerns
listed in Table 2.
Ex: Adj = V + <part:pres> is the
most frequent combina)on in the
adjec)ve list.
(4) Adj = yap <part:pres>
yap–an
“the one who is doing”

Conclusions
We have reported the results of a preliminary study deriving
predic)ons for storage and computa)on of word forms in Turkish
– a morphologically rich language. Despite the fact that Turkish is
highly regular, we found that the probabilis)c tradeoﬀ-based
model of O’Donnell (2015) predicted a number of paYerns of
nouns and adjec)ves which were plausible candidates for storage.
We highlighted the comparison between paYerns which contained
a stored root and those which contain a generic root variable.
These par)cular cases can form the basis for experimental
manipula)ons tes)ng the psychological reality of our claims.
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